1. You are joining container vessel in Singapore. How would you take over?

2. List of certificates. Details of IOPP, ISPP DOC and Safety equipment certificate.

3. What is ISM. Masters responsibility

4. One of your certificate has expired. What will you do.


6. Second Officer fell on barge and unconscious. Later on he died in hospital.


8. MO, Notice to Mariner, Marine notice.

9. PSC and Flag state difference.

10. How to load containers carrying dangerous cargo. IMDG

11. Angle of loll and negative gm correction procedures.

12. You are on a bulk carrier and you see a triangle marked on ship side.

13. Stresses on container vessel.


15. Gyro Failed during voyage.

16. Chief Officer Missing. Last seen on poopdeck. IAMSAR volume 3

17. OHSMI. PIN. HSR

18. MO 32

20- AMSA, SAR, MERCOM

21- ECDIS. Safety contour and safety depth.

22- What do know about Great Barrier Reef. REEFVTS.

23- Garbage and entries in garbage log book.

24- Rest Hours.

25- MASTREP

26- Muster drills and training. Emergency steering gear drill.

27- Frequency of lowering lifeboat.

28- On load off load release gear difference. Resetting procedure.

29- ROR. RAM, Towing vessel, fishing vessel, constrained by her draft, vessel aground. Restricted visibility situation. Buoys.